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Abstract: The research field of motor skills has become wider and wider. This paper, based on different organization levels; took 107 students from Inner Mongolia Normal University as research subjects for two events, Wushu and swimming.
The research result shows that the motor skills maintenance curve for Wushu comes in “M” shape with its relatively low
organization level, while the curve for swimming is in “W” shape, for its relatively high organization level. And as to the
acquisition of motor skills of different organization levels, the group with a high learning level maintains much better than
group with a medium or a low learning level, and the discrepancy is quite apparent.
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1. RESEARCH PURPOSE
The main purpose of this research is to select two events,
Wushu and swimming, as samples of a high organization
level and a low organization level, and based on the actual
situation as well as former researches by other scientists to
make this research with a more practical significance, avoiding affecting the teaching plan and process, this research
only tested the target sports events again and described the
related maintenance curves for a further conclusion, aiming
at finding the maintenance under different organization levels, so as to provide guidance for the teaching of motor skills
of different organization levels.
2. RESEARCH METHODS
2.1. Mathematical Statistics Method
SPSS15.0 was used for statistic analysis of the experiment data.
2.2. Experimentation
2.2.1. Experimental Subjects and Methods
107 students from non-sports major in Inner Mongolia
Normal University were taken as the experimental subjects
and divided into two experimental classes, one for the teaching of Wushu Routine, and the other for swimming, and the
retention rate of motor skills was shown by the ratio of retention test and first test. It studied the maintenance rate of motor skills of different organization levels in current physical
education by randomly dividing each experimental class into
five sub-groups without affecting the 36 hours teaching plan.
Each sub-group was allocated to a retention test at the time
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interval 1,2,6,15,31 days, and then the result of retention rate
could be got accordingly, finally a retention curve chart
could be obtained [1].
2.2.2. Experimental Procedures
The code of points of Wushu Routine and swimming
were strictly marked with a set standard with at least eight
Level B national referees to mark for each student, one of
which was the teacher of this course. All the evaluation
process was fair, impartial and open. The first test of Wushu
Routine and swimming were arranged at the 35th and 36th
class hour, and in order to ensure the authenticity of the data,
we didn’t inform the students of the retention test so as to
avoid lots of practice. All students were given 20 minutes for
preparation before both the first and the retention tests, then
points should be marked according to the standard after each
student finished the whole set of motor skills. And the rules
and standards of the retention test was the same as those of
the first test. Marks from each referee were recorded and
collected for further analysis, and all the marks were examined by the kendall coefficient of concordance, with the results of W1=0.93 W2=0.95 [2].
3. RESEARCH RESULTS
We collected and analyzed the data after the first and retention tests for Wushu Routine of a low organization level.
The following is the curve chart for maintenance rate for it.
From the Curve of the maintenance rate of Wushu (Chart
1), we can see that after the first test, there existed a rising
rate in the retention test after the first day, then a drop on the
second days; yet, another rising up to the rate of the first test
on the sixth day compared with the second day; while on the
fifteenth day and the thirty-first day, an obvious decline
compared with the first three retention tests. The whole
curve appeared in “M” shape [3].
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From Multi-level comparison learning level in Wushu
Routine (Table 3), there was a clear difference between
group with a medium learning level and that with a low
learning level, and the similar difference also existed between group with a high learning level and that with a low
learning level, while no such difference was found between
group with a high learning level and that with a medium
learning level [4].
Judging from Multi-level comparison of time intervals in
Wushu Routine (Table 4), there was a clear difference between the thirty-first day and the other days, while no differences between other time intervals.
We collected and analyzed the data after the first and retention tests for swimming of a high organization level, and
the curve chart for maintenance rate is as follows.
Chart 1. Curve of the maintenance rate of Wushu.

Then we divided the students’ learning performance into
three groups (high, medium and low level). After calculation, the group with high learning level showed X184.0, low
learning level X273.9, and medium learning level
84.0X73.9. The statistical result is shown in Table 1.
There were obvious differences between learning performance and learning level, learning performance and time interval.
The Analysis of variance of multi-factors in Wushu Routine (Table 2) suggested that there existed an apparent difference in learning level and time intervals.
Table 1.

In Chart 2, the curve did not fluctuate much compared
with Chart 1, yet it was enough for the conclusion that the
motor skills of swimming as a sports event with a high organization level was easier to maintain than those of Wushu
Routine with a low organization level. From Chart 2, we can
see that after the first test, there existed a drop rate in the
retention test after the first day, yet a rising rate on the second days; and, another drop on the sixth day compared with
the second day; while on the fifteenth day and the thirty-first
day, there was a general rising rate compared with the previous retention tests, yet with a close rate as the first test with
almost no change in maintenance rate. The whole curve
came in adverse “M” shape, like the “W” shape. However,

Statistics for learning performance, learning levels, and time intervals of Wushu routine learning.

Pearson Correlation

Result

Learning performance
Learning level

-.556**

Time interval

-.57**

Level

Time Interval

-.556**

-.57**
-.001

-.001

Note: *means p<.05, **means p<.01

Table 2.

Analysis of variance for multi-factors in Wushu routine.
Differences

Mean square

Values of F

Sig.

Learning level

1843.57

19.65

.000

Time interval

973.69

10.38

.000

Learning level*Time interval

75.40

.804

.602

Medium

High

-19.89*

-23.29*

Table 3.

Multi-level comparison learning level in Wushu routine.
Learning Level

Low

Low
Medium

19.89*

High

23.29*

Note:*means p<.05, **means p<.01

-3.40
3.40
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Multi-level comparison of time intervals in Wushu routine.

Time Interval

1 day

1 day

2 days

6 days

15 days

31 days

5.56

2.39

7.59

26.92*

-3.16

2.03

21.36*

5.20

24.53*

2 days

-5.56

6 days

-2.39

3.16

15 days

-7.59

-2.03

-5.20

31 days

-26.92*

-21.36*

-24.53*

-19.32*

19.32*

Note: *means p<.05

Table 5.

Analysis of variance for multi-factors in swimming event.

Different Items

Sum of Squares of
Deviations

Degree of Freedom

Mean Square

Values of F

Sig.

Learning level

770.767

2

385.384

30.472

.000

Time interval

199.621

4

49.905

3.946

.061

Learning level*time
interval

374.638

8

46.830

3.703

.64

Table 6

Multi-level comparison of learning level in swimming event.
Learning Level

Low

Low
Medium

6.24*

High

8.78*

Medium

High

-6.24*

-8.78*
-2.54

2.54

Note: *means p<.05

the general fluctuation of the whole curve was not so fierce
as compared with that of Wushu Routine; that is to say,
swimming as a sport with a high organization level, had a
relatively high maintenance rate.

After calculation, the group with a high learning level
showed X187.7, low learning level X281.8, and medium
learning level 81.8X87.7. And result in Table 5 indicated that there was no obvious difference between each time
interval, which also suggested that swimming with a high
organization level, had a relatively high maintenance rate,
and forgot more slowly compared with that of Wushu Routine with a low organization level.
From the result of Multi-level comparison of learning
level in swimming event (Table 6), there was a significant
difference between group with a medium learning level and
that with a low learning level, and the similar great difference also existed between group with a high learning level
and that with a low learning level, while no such difference
was found between group with a high learning level and that
with a medium learning level. This result was the same as
that of Wushu Routine, suggesting that as to the acquisition
of motor skills, the group with a high learning level had a
higher maintenance rate than that with a low learning level.

Chart 2. Curve for the maintenance rate of swimming event.

Then we divided the students’ learning performance of
swimming into three groups (high, medium and low level).

From Chart 1 and Chart 2, the maintenance rate in either
event had a period of over rating, as the acquisition of motor
skills was much better than the first tests. There could be
various reasons to explain such phenomenon, maybe there
was a protective inhibition in the nerves of the brains of the
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students’ as well as a negative stimulation effect in the brains
after the very short period of learning the new motor skills;
and some scholars concluded it as the complexity and joy of
sports activities, with the reactive information of the muscle
itself coming to the brain after doing the sports, it actually
equaled to a further learning and a strengthening of the
memory, which resulted in such phenomenon.
CONCLUSION
(1) The curve generally appeared “M” shape in the process of motor skills in Wushu, suggesting that organization
with a low level would maintain a shorter time and forget
quickly; while the curve came in “W” shape in the motor
skills maintenance process of swimming, indicating that organization with a high organization level would maintain a
longer time and forget slowly.
(2) As to the acquisition of motor skills of different organization levels, the group with a high learning level maintained much better than group with a medium or a low learning level, and the discrepancy was quite apparent.
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means the time point for revision should be well chosen according to the different maintenance rate of different organization levels, so as to achieve a better learning and acquisition of motor skills.
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